Batch Counting of Foci
Getting results from Z stacks of images.
1. First it is necessary to determine suitable CHARM parameters to be used for batch
counting. First drag a stack of images taken with the DAPI cube which will be
used for region determination, (open TRI2, select the stack and drag them to the
workspace) :-

2. From the “Processing” menu select “Maximum Intensity Projection”.

3. Run the CHARM Optimizer on the result to obtain good outlines of the cells.
From the menu select “Processing->Counting->CHARM Counting->Optimizer”.
See the document “Use of the CHARM Optimiser.doc” for guidance.

4. Use the “Save Settings” button to save the CHARM parameters. It is
recommended to save the file in the same folder as the images to be analysed with
a name like “region_params.xml”.
5. Clear the workspace, or open a new one and repeat to make “foci_params.xml”.
This time use a stack of images acquired using the FITC or TRITC cube.

6. From the “Batch” menu select “Object (Foci) Count within Regions”. A file
selection window appears. Navigate to the folder containing the stacks of images,
select all those of interest and press the “Add” button. Then press “OK”.

Images not captured on GCI systems may not have appropriate filenames, these files
can be renamed to the following format:
Region/nucleus files: Any_name_region.ics
Object/foci files:
Any_name_foci.ics
The important thing is that the text “region” or “foci” directly follows the last “_”
character in the filename.
“Any_name” should be the same for region and foci files that match. A set of more
that one foci file will be assumed as a through focus stack.
7. Use the “Browse” buttons to locate the CHARM settings files created earlier, and
to select a folder where the results will be put.
Decide whether to output the results to text files, (one per stack), or Excel, (all
results are put in one spreadsheet), or both.
Press “Start”.

8. When all the image stacks have been processed the spreadsheet is displayed.

The following information is saved for each “Object”:Diameter and Area in microns
Shape Factor, (1.0 = circular).
Mean intensity.
Distance from its nearest neighbour.
The x and y position of its centre relative to the top left corner of the image.

In addition there is a sheet for the “Regions” with similar information and the
“Object”, (Foci), count.
The Excel file is given the name of the first image stack. You will probably want
to resave it with a more meaningful name and close Excel before analysing the
next data set.

9. The images which indicate the results are saved in bmp format and these should
be viewed to determine how well the algorithm has worked.
In the example below the region boundaries are good but clearly some foci have
been missed. In the early stages it may be necessary to have several passes before
arriving at suitable sets of CHARM parameters. Indeed for many data sets there
will not be a “one size fits all” solution and there will have to be different
parameters for each cube.

Getting results from extended focus images.
1. First it is necessary to determine suitable settings for the Unsharp Mask filter.
Open an image acquired with the FITC cube. It will probably appear to be out of
focus and overly bright, so drag the yellow cursor on the scale below the image to
the left until an acceptable brightness is achieved.

2. From the “Processing” menu select “Unsharp Mask”. An image preview window
will pop up showing the results of applying an unsharp mask with the default set
of parameters. The image will be updated as the parameters are changed.

3. Check how these same parameters work for a few of the images and those taken
with other cubes, (but not the DAPI cube – the unsharp mask will not be applied
to the “Region” images).
4. Now it is necessary to determine CHARM parameters for the region images,
(DAPI), and for the object images with the unsharp mask applied as described
previously.
5. Now the batch object counting can proceed as before. The only difference is that
the box labelled “Apply unsharp mask” needs to be checked.

Use of the CHARM Optimiser
When the “CHARM Optimizer…” button is pressed the following screen appears:-

A name and some comments may be entered if desired. These will be saved with the
parameters.
It is recommended to check the “Auto-update Each Panel” box, so that the effect of
changing a parameter can be seen straight away.
If “Auto-update All Panels” is checked you will find the program becomes rather
slow. This is only recommended for images containing very few objects.
A useful feature here is the ability to measure cell diameters. If you draw a line on the
image using the mouse, the length of the line in microns is displayed in the “Line
Length” box. At this point it is a good idea to use this tool to estimate the diameters of
the smallest and largest objects you wish to find, as this data will be needed later.
Next view the “Edge Detection” tab:-

Modify the “Edge Threshold” value until the outlines of all cells are as complete as
possible without too many of the background pixels being red as shown above.
(If “Auto-update Each Panel” has not been checked it will be necessary to click the
“Update” button after changing the value.)
Next view the “Centre Detection” tab:-

The instructions under each control give a guide as to how to set suitable values.
The “Min Diameter” and “Max Diameter” values should be changed to reflect the size
of object.
“Smoothing” should be probably left at 3 and “Hough Threshold” should be adjusted
until red dots appear showing the centres detected.
By comparing the “Hough Transform” image with the “Sobel” image it can be seen
that many cells contain more than one red dot. The “Min Peak Separation” should be
increased such that such dots join together. However, if it is increased too much then
adjacent cells will also be joined and treated as a single object. Do not worry that you
cannot get exactly one red object for each cell as co-incident objects will be filtered
out later. Therefore it is better if this number is too small rather than too big.
Next view the “Shape Controls” tab:-

By default 64 “Radial Spokes” are used to define the shape around the points found in
the previous step. This may be reduced to 32 to speed up the cell-finding with little
degradation of the shapes.
The other values control how well the shapes match the objects.
Next view the “Filter Controls” tab:-

The parameters are used to reject shapes on the basis of size and/or intensity and the
proportion of good edge points found.
Next view the “Overlap Controls” tab:-

These parameters are used to process over-lapping objects. In the example above if
more than one third of the area of a cell overlaps another object the least bright of the
two objects is rejected.
If they overlap by less than one third neither is rejected but their boundaries are
modified.

When you happy with the results, the parameters can be saved with a filename of your
choice.
If “OK” is pressed these parameters become the ones which will be used from now
on, whether they have been saved or not.
The idea is that parameter files can be saved for different objects, and then “Load
Settings” can be used to retrieve the appropriate one for each experiment.

